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Rural and Regional Trails 
A key element of the implementation of these should be capacity building of 
local communities and businesses – as you have identified.  Unfortunately on 
many occasions I have watched ‘grand plans’ land in small communities, only 
to see the majority of the funding go to Perth-based consultants and large 
construction companies.  The projects comes and goes, leaving no skill 
development, little extra cash from purchasing local services and materials 
and in some cases – no local ownership of the project. 
 
If I can suggest that rolling out trails may be best done in a fine-grained way 
that allows local trades to take on manageable projects.  Small communities 
work very hard to secure funding for new works, and it is very disappointing 
to see them fail to make the most of this money and energy when it finally 
comes to town. 
 
Networking 
As you have identified, networking the trails will be a key element of the trails 
success.  Visitors like to have choice of options - and a ‘loop’ of trails along a 
wider journey can be marketed to encourage people to explore, and perhaps 
spend an extra night in a small community. 
 
In addition, support experiences need to be linked to the trails – festivals, 
food and wine etc.  Networking between the trails, and their support 
experiences if properly marketed and promoted has the potential to get the 
most value from trails development. 
 
Again, thankyou for the opportunity to comment and I look forward to the 
next steps in this project. 
 
Regards 

ATTACHMENT SUPPLIED - SEE PAGES 50-54
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Mr Carl Beck 
TravelSmart Officer 
City of Albany 
PO Box 484, Albany 6331 

Dear Carl, 

We are writing to offer some detailed feedback on the Albany Heritage Park Trails Concept Plan which we felt 
was better provided in a letter format as we have taken some time to review the publicly-available documents. 

We have both lodged comments via the web survey from the point of view of adjacent residents and users of 
the reserve.  The following comments and points are offered from our professional perspective.   

Between us we have decades of experience in trail strategy development and construction, and are also both 
keen walkers and cyclists who have been active advocates for new and improved trails throughout the State.  
We have an intimate knowledge of the Mounts reserve and offer the following constructive criticism with the 
aim of helping create enhanced trails which complement the assets of the Reserve in a way which will be 
sustainable for the City.   

We have not had access to any supporting reports which the consultants may have provided, and so our 
apologies if some of the comments below are addressed in these. 

We would firstly like to congratulate the City for its initiative in seeking to enhance the trails experience on the 
Mounts.  Jesse in particular has been involved in enhancement proposals for this reserve since 1999, preparing 
the following documents for the City: 

•� Albany Trails Master Plan, Maher Brampton Associates, November 1999 
•� Works Schedule: Mts Clarence & Adelaide Trails, Maher Brampton Associates, February 2001 

We believe that the reserve has unique natural, historical, heritage and recreation assets which are highly 
valued by the community, but which could be enjoyed and appreciated by an even wider cross-section of the 
population.  The existing trails could clearly be improved –they could be  better connected, offer a greater 
variety of experiences and be more clearly signposted - and we would wholeheartedly support this work.  It is 
also accepted that there would be value in adding a limited number of new, high-quality trail experiences. 

However, our concerns centre around the following issues: 

1.� Project emphasis; 

2.� Mounts use and character; 

3.� Existing asset utilization; 

4.� User group emphasis; 

5.� Duplication, and 

6.� Ongoing management and maintenance capacity. 

ATTACHMENT SUPPLIED WITH LETTER FROM PAGE 48
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3 Existing Asset Utilisation 

We were surprised to see the low priority given to the Ellen Cove boardwalk (18c).  This trail provides 
wonderful vistas, a variety of topography and environments, access to historic sites, a surface which is accessible 
to a wide cross-section of the community, an existing culture of sharing between cyclist and pedestrians and 
iconic outlooks.  In short, it is one of the most valuable cycle and walk assets on the Mounts, if not in Albany, 
and is much loved by a wide cross-section of the community. 

It could be enhanced with better connecting points, a trail head at the Rotary lookout, improved maintenance, 
more accessible links to the water’s edge and the Mounts, quality interpretation and weed management.  In 
terms of value for money, this trail is enjoyed by such a wide variety of users that any improvements and new 
connections would be easily justified. 

We feel that its lack of appeal to mountain bikers seeking challenging bush trail experiences has seen its 
potential – and the opportunity presented by its enhancement - ignored in this Plan.  Of more concern is the 
parallel mountain bike / walk trail being proposed (9a) below 18c which will be difficult and expensive to 
construct, will be valued by a smaller sector of the community and will duplicate 18c – and this is not to 
mention the likely environmental impacts on such an exposed and fragile coastal site.  Quite frankly, this 
proposal suggests a troubling lack of understanding of the values accorded the east end of Mt Adelaide by 
many in the community, and indicates a scant consideration of resource prioritisation at a time when funds for 
projects such as this are scarce.  
 

4 User Group Emphasis  

We feel that a number of potential trails users have been left out or inadequately catered for in this Plan.  In 
our work with other Shires in the State and elsewhere in Australia, we have noted increasing numbers of the 
following trails users: 

Electric bike users.  Many grey nomads are travelling with electric bikes, both touring and off-road style.  They 
are looking for scenic cycle trails with places to stop and enjoy / understand the place’s history, rest hubs or 
café’s, and circuits of a variety of lengths.  They are not skilled enough for green, blue or black level bike trails 
and want to take their time and enjoy the setting.  Many older local recreational riders fall into this category as 
well, whether they use electric bikes or not. 

Young families on bikes.  These riders are of a similar skill level to the above group.  They have small children 
learning to ride who are at a developmental stage where their peripheral awareness is poor and they are 
unable to anticipate fast-approaching bikes or cars.  They want safe trails with gentle gradients which are easy 
to access from car park tail heads and which provide young riders with an enjoyable natural trail experience. 

Older adults, people with disabilities and parents with pushers.  As the population demographic ages, we are 
noticing more older adults, some with mobility issues, wishing to access natural sites and interesting historic / 
heritage locations.  While we accept that the topography of the Mounts makes full disability access difficult (and 
in fact the visual intrusion of endless AS1428 ramps can be an eyesore in natural locations) we think that much 
more could be done to provide for this group, and for people with small babies and young children.  After all, it 
is widely known that Albany has an unusually high percentage of retirees. 

The text for trail No 1 states that the link between the Mounts will be wheelchair accessible.  This would 
require very gentle gradients, a hard surface and regular rest points, which would come at a considerable 
expense for over 2.5km in length.  Is this the intent, and if so, have the implications been costed?  Trails 12, 16, 
17 & 18 are labelled with the wheelchair icon but we would question whether this can be accurate.  They are 
likely to be an easy walking grade, but the wheelchair icon is misleading. 
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DETAILED COMMENTS (in bold) 

Page 9 erroneous claim that GSCORE developed the plan with all regional stakeholders (eg GSCORE 
rejected my emailed offer for them to meet delegates at UWA’s International Workshop on 
Granite Outcrop delegates in November 2019 to better understand how highly regarded Great 
Southern granite uplands were to the international scientific community) 

10 Planning Principles  ‘acknowledge traditional custodians’ only includes dual naming and cultural 
interpretation See also pg 78. Dual naming is ethnographically naive. Place names of Noongars are 
multiple, depending upon context 

12 Situation analysis  - laudable first statement of Unique trail experiences matched to the region’s 
landscapes 

12 Hills in the Great Southern clearly targeted for mountain biking: ‘Elevation is a key component 
of many popular mountain biking destinations, and the numerous mountains and hills of the Great 
Southern region provide an exceptional advantage when compared to other areas across Western 
Australia. The unique opportunity to establish mountain bike trails where elevation reaches between 
240-300 metres in various locations, has the potential to reap a significant 
return on investment for the region.This proposition goes against the fundamentals of Noongar spiritual 
regard for elevated sites and their biodiversity importance as places of the greatest concentrations of 
threatened plants etc. From these dual perspectives targeting the hills in the Great Southern for 
mountain bike trails is the worst possible initiative that could be undertaken by State Government 
agencies and LGAs. 

12 Laudable recognition that ‘The diversity and uniqueness of the flora is a major drawcard’ 
 
13 Current trail offering: There is a significant lack of sanctioned mountain bike trails and although there 
are a number of informal road cycling routes, there are very few recognised 
cycle trails. Informal mountain bike trails are used everywhere, causing increasing damage to landscape 
and disrespect for Aboriginal cultural heritage. 
 
16 identification of priority trails: pro-development criteria only are cited – no criteria include 
environmental nor cultural heritage assessment. This is a major failing of the report. Rather than a 
balanced assessment of trail development in the context of other land uses and priorities, the 
document is strongly biased towards marketing and tourism without regard for negative impacts by 
inappropriate placement of mountain bike, trail bike and walking trails. 
 
17 Money to be made from mountain bikers: ‘... due to longer average time staying at a location (3-5 
days) and often higher than average daily spend on food and accommodation6, 
mountain bikers are now considered a more lucrative tourism market.’ To avoid significant 
environmental and cultural heritage degradation, as well as expanding maintenance budgets that State 
Government and LGAs can ill afford, the placement of mountain bike trails should be determined by 
many other considerations than a lucrative tourism market. 
 
19 ‘The RTMP focuses on nationally and regionally significant trails that have the potential to attract 
intrastate, interstate and international visitors to our region.’ This sole purpose conflicts with the need 
for government agencies to manage land for a range of public purposes and achieve an appropriate 
balance in the context of public interest and available capacity to manage lands. 
 

JAN
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19 Reliance on distinctive biodiversity, cultural heritage and landscape: ‘Destination opportunity refers 
to a location’s relative importance and uniqueness, as well as potential land availability, landform 
character and topography, accessibility, and trail diversity. Trail projects that highlight a region’s 
distinctive biodiversity, heritage, culture and landscape score higher on this measure.’ Agreed, but not at 
the expense of destroying or severely damaging these same biodiversity, cultural heritage and 
landscape values. An intelligent approach to locating and designing trails is needed, including clearly 
recognising where the importance of other community values clearly override any consideration of 
new trail development 
 
20 Trail type recommendation for regional opportunities: The RTMP recommends trail development 
projects that address the following activity types: hiking, mountain biking, 
cycle touring, paddling and snorkelling. Mountain biking needs to be handled with particular sensitivity 
to cultural and biodiversity values, as well as the safety of walkers where dual use is proposed. 
 
22 Priorities for trails – several affecting granitic uplands on public lands. These uplands (kaat) are of 
fundamental importance for Noongar spirituality and for biodiversity conservation. New mountain 
bike trails and trail bike trails should be confined to lowlands and uplands only on cleared country, 
and placed predominantly on private property rather than public reserves set aside for 
conservation. 
 
23 The majority of the proposed regional priority trails are new trails or trail networks. This is at odds 
with DBCA’s and LGA’s failing struggle to maintain existing trails, surely the first priority rather than 
bulldozing new trails on public lands which is the focus of this misguided draft. 
 
25 Hiking trails - some of the best day walks in the State including Bluff Knoll in Stirling Range 
National Park, Bald Head in Torndirrup National Park and the Castle Rock/Granite Skywalk in Porongurup 
National Park. Each of these trails was put in before any serious attempt at understanding their 
Aboriginal significance was considered. Each traverses uplands highly significant to Noongar 
cosmology. Serious consideration to reducing their lengths or closing these trails is needed. These are 
the Great Southern’s Uluru in terms of Aboriginal cosmology, especially the uplands of Porongurup 
National Park. 
 
26 Current/potential staus: Porongurup and the Stirling Ranges have sufficient supply of quality hiking trails 
and supporting facilities to become trail centres. Great sensitivity needs to be exercised hereon now that the 
Aboriginal and biodiversity conservation significance of these uplands is documented and well understood. 
 
29 Porongurup hiking trail network upgrades: 

 
 
This is contra to Aboriginal religious beliefs. Arguably, visitors should be advised of Noongar concerns about 
climbing Porongurup and advised that Elders recommend a no climb policy). 

CONTINUEDJAN
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31 MOUNTAIN BIKING : Establishing Albany, Denmark and Mount Barker as trail towns with vibrant trail 
communities through creation of diverse riding opportunities for local enthusiasts which will also serve a 
growing visitor market. Disagree. Focus on better management of existing walking trails. Future 
mountain bike trails should only be on private property where management of users will be much 
more intensive and money will be earnt  by rural landholders. 
 
31 ‘To achieve sustainable benefits and acceptable outcomes that benefit the whole community, trail 
development in environmentally sensitive areas will require extensive planning, community engagement 
and support. The proposed trails and trail networks outlined in this plan will all require detailed site 
assessments and concept planning before they can progress (see Table 8).’Need to be very clear that 
decisions not to develop should be made where significant Noongar cultural heritage and biodiversity 
values would be placed at risk by new trail development. 
 
32 Munda Bidi to focus new trail development in uplands: 

 
Upland development will threaten Noongar spiritual values and concentrations of threatened 
biodiversity. 
 
33 PROPOSED MOUNTAIN BIKE TRAILS: opportunity to integrate Noongar culture and creativeexpression 
at each site to highlight the region’s unique history and landscape. As it stands, by assuming that all 
mountain trail bike developments are desirable, this is a naive and culturally repressive view. What if 
Noongar cosmology dictates that the trails contravene upland no-go areas? A sensitive lowland 
mountain trail development proposal on private property, on the other hand, could well celebrate 
Noongar heritage and show genuine respect for Noongar culture. 
 
33 Porongurup first: The proposed trail network in the Porongurup National Park presents the most 
appealing opportunity in the region due to the terrain, elevation and soil. The existing supply of 
accommodation, food and hospitality services will make this location the region’s premier MTB 
experience. A sustainable, accessible and well-designed MTB trail network in this location will become 
the hook that attracts riders into the region. Once in the region the diversity of other smaller trail 
networks will entice riders to stay longer. 
Each site will also support the growing demand from residents for accessible trails and address the 
increasing occurrence of unsanctioned trail construction. It is important to stress, that the proposed trail 
networks outlined below (see Table 9) will all require extensive site assessment to determine the length 
and location of potential trail corridors. Development will need to be staggered over time to ensure that 
extensive community consultation and 
robust planning occurs. To ensure that the region’s potential as a mountain biking destination is realised, 
however, at least three of these projects will need to be completed within the first five years of this plan. 
 
I DISAGREE STRONGLY. PORONGURUP NATIONAL PARK CONTAINS THE MOST SACRED NOONGAR 
UPLAND, MANY THREATENED SPECIES, AND KNOWLEDGE OF RESTORATION OF DAMAGED NATIVE 
UPLAND VEGETATION IS IN ITS INFANCY. TRAIL NETWORK ADDITIONS SHOULD BE ON PRIVATE 
PROPERTY AND ROAD RESERVES ONLY. 
 
34 Table 9 PROPOSED REGIONAL MTB TRAILS: 

JAN
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Each of these proposals targets uplands of significance spiritual significance to Noongars, as well as 
concentrations of threatened flora and of vegetation whose restoaration and repair after damage is 
poorly understood. Give priority to trails to adjacent private property and road reserves rather than 
conservation uplands on public reserves. 
 
51 Trail bike Trials Feasibility Study: The best initial opportunity for 
development of trail bike trails would be to extend the Adventure Bike map and 
routes, through identification of trail loops and segments that can be added to 
the overall network for use by licensed riders on road-registered vehicles. Adventure biking causes the 
greatest environmental damage given its demand for steeply sloping rocky  trails. It is naive to think 
that repair and restoration techniques developed on young mountainous landscapes recently under 
glaciers in the Northern Hemisphere can be directly transferred to the ancient uplands of southwestern 
Australia. Consider, for example, the 30-40 years intensive research taken to develop a bauxite mine 
site restoration tool kit for the Darling Range. For a consideration of the current science pertaining to 
old landscape upland restoration see: 
Hopper, S.D. (2009). OCBIL theory: towards an integrated understanding of the evolution, ecology 
and conservation of biodiversity on old, climatically-buffered,infertile landscapes. Plant and Soil, 
322, 49- 86.  

CONTINUED
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Hopper, S.D., Silveira F.A.O. and Fiedler, P.L. (2016). Biodiversity hotspots and Ocbil theory. 
(Marschner Review). Plant Soil 403:167–216.    

 
54,76 IMPLEMENTATION: Within a year! 
1.1. All LGAs, DBCA, DLGSC, and GSDC endorse the Great Southern Regional Trails Master Plan (RTMP) as the 

overarching guide to the planning, development and management of regional trail priorities over the next 
10 years 

1.2.  Stakeholder Reference Group endorse the RTMP Governance Framework and Implementation Strategy 
Why the rush? This needs to allow time to consider the broad range of competing public uses and 
interest. Public reserves have many uses and purposes, some incompatible with trail developments, 
that need careful evaluation before Government agencies decide on where trails should go.  
 
56 Cultural weakness and nydiyang (white-fellah) bias: only one Aboriginal on the Great Southern Trails 
Reference Group (GSTRG! West Aboriginal Land and Sea Council (SWALSC). Repectful recognition of 
Aboriginal cultural heritage involves meeting with Elders on Country to take major decisions where 
equal representation occurs, as proposed for co-management of National Parks. A single Aboriginal 
representative on the GSTRG places that individual in the invidious position of talking for all country 
for all Noongars – completely inappropriate in Noong culture. Thus, this governance perpetuates the 
inequality that has dominated Noongar lives for 200 years, forcing them to comply with the 
governance arrangements of the dominant non-Aboriginal society rather than moving towards a 
genuinely equal partnership. 
 
56 GSCORE’s blatant lobbying for the implementation contract?? Inappropriate. Tenders needed. 
 
56 Massive bureaucracy proposed, draining on NGOs and Aboriginal people with little sense of priority or 
balance. Let each Government agency deal with the matter within its present governance frameworks. 
Aboriginal people should be paid for consultation as cultural heritage experts, just as any consultants are. 
 
77 ‘Collaborate’ should read ‘pay for best practice research’: Collaborate with land managers, scientific 
institutions and community organisations to monitor ongoing usage and impacts of 
individual trails to improve managementpractices over the long-term. 

JAN
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Solutions for a productive and healthy environment 

COMMENT SUBMITTED BY SOUTH COAST NRM

SSolutions for a productive and healthy environment 
 
88 Stead Road, Albany Western Australia 6330 
Telephone:  08 9845 8537 |    Facsimile:  08 9845 8538 
www.southcoastnrm.com.au |    info@southcoastnrm.com.au 
Registered for GST – ABN 43 781 945 884  
  

17 January 2020 
 
Karl Hansom 
Project Coordinator 
GSCORE 
22 Collie St 
Albany WA 6330 
 
 
Dear Mr Hansom,  
 
Comment on DRAFT Great Southern Regional Trails Master Plan 2020-2029  
 
Thank you for the opportunity to provide comment on the DRAFT Great Southern Regional Trails 
Master Plan 2020-2029. As the peak natural resource management group on the South Coast region 
we encourage collaborative planning to ensure sustainable management of our natural resources. 
Congratulations on your efforts and your partner groups in preparing the master plan to guide 
decisions for trail management and development across the Great Southern.  
 
The Great Southern Regional Trails Master Plan (RTMP) aligns with our regional strategy, the 
Southern Prospects 2019-2024 and delivers on several Cultural Heritage and Regional Capacity five-
year outcomes. The implementation of the RTMP will provide a wide cross section of our community 
to increase their awareness, recognition and respect of our natural assets and cultural heritage 
values. The planning framework provides a framework for biodiversity and cultural values to be 
considered in the design, construction and management of trails. South Coast NRM supports 
sustainable nature based recreational activities within our region and has a history of working with 
relevant land managers and organisations to minimise the potential environmental impact of 
recreational activities on our natural areas. 
 
South Coast NRM views a well-planned, constructed and managed trail network as crucial to 
minimise the impact of existing nature based recreational activities within our region. This includes, 
walking, hiking, mountain biking, horse riding and canoeing. The impact from passive nature based 
recreational activities, such as hiking and mountain biking, has a cumulative degradational effect 
without adequate infrastructure and ongoing trail management. The Trails Master Plan provides an 
opportunity to increase nature-based recreation within the region, increase opportunities for cultural 
education and with good planning protect key environmental and cultural natural areas. 
 
As a general comment on the Trails Master Plan there is a significant focus on the development of a 
trails network to attract a growing tourism market to our region. While South Coast NRM recognises 
the importance of this to our regional economy, it is also important to recognise the existing demand 
and use of trails within the region and the need to improve infrastructure and management to cater 
for this current and estimated increase in use locally. 
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Solutions for a productive and healthy environment 

The table provides South Coast NRM’s comments on the specific sections of the plan. 
 
Page Section  Comment 

5 Vision Statement  We support the vision statement but suggest including ‘cultural in 
the second paragraph, so it reads “…to enhance environmental, 
cultural and educational outcomes”. The second paragraph should 
be worded to include ‘sustainable management of existing needs 
of trail users to minimise the impact of nature based recreational 
activities’. 

5 Agreed strategic 
objectives 

Strategic objective 2 does not refer to sustainable, or 
environmental benefits. Could include ‘minimise environmental 
impacts of existing and potential trail users’. 

5 Strategic Objectives Include a fifth strategic objective to support the vision. “Protect 
sensitive biodiverse and culturally sensitive areas.”  

5 Executive Summary  With Native Title about to be settled, it will be important to include 
Wagyl Kaip in future planning and partnerships. 

5 Executive Summary Need an acknowledgement to country and note that the Trail 
master plan is in Menang, Goreng, Pibelmen and possibly Koreng 
country. 

6 Executive Summary We would encourage that first priority in all locations be 
rationalisation and upgrading of existing trails before developing 
new trails.  

6 Proposed priority 
trails 

Albany Heritage Park trails we would assume would be in the short 
term given the high level of planning to date, City of Albany 
endorsement and current progress with the approvals process. 
Refer to comment under page 33 below.  

10 Planning Principles Need to include the consideration for sensitive biodiversity and 
cultural areas and this may mean that these areas are not 
developed for trails.  

13 Table 1 Trails listed under MTB do not seem to include the Munda Biddi, is 
this because it is classed as a dual use trail? 

14 Table 2 Need to include an additional approach titled ‘Rationalise’ that 
would aim to close or rationalise existing trails. This would include 

JAN
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the rehabilitation of closed or unused existing trails, firebreaks or 
management tracks.  

23 Trail development 
proposals 

During the next phase of planning it needs to be noted that some 
of the proposed trails may not be feasible due to outcomes of 
environmental and cultural assessments and further consultations. 
Presently it reads like these trails proposed new trails are a done 
deal. The Aboriginal community would not support the 
development of new trails in culturally sensitive areas, for example 
trails (walk and bike) that take people to the top of mountains.  

29 Propose hiking 
trails 

Be good to consider loop/circuit trails. 

31 Mountain Biking 
and Cycle Touring 
Trails  

In the final paragraph please include ‘culturally sensitive’ as well as 
environmentally sensitive. 

32 Proposed Mountain 
Bike trails 

The Porongurup Range is a very culturally sensitive area for 
Aboriginal people and will need considerable consultation with the 
Aboriginal community to proceed with any further planning. The 
Porongurup community will also need to be further consulted as 
there is a percentage of this community who are opposed to the 
development of additional trails in the park. 

33 Priority Regional 
Trails   

Priority to be given to the existing trails with demand for 
development to reduce environmental and cultural heritage 
impacts.   Albany Heritage MTB trails need to be upgraded to 
‘short’ timeframe. Presently there is a high demand for both 
walking and mountain biking on Mt Clarence, Mt Adelaide and Mt 
Melville with too many trails and many illegal trails. Without the 
immediate works to rationalise the trail network and upgrade the 
MTB and walking trails, the mounts environment will continue to 
be degraded. This rationalisation and upgrade will also make it 
safer and reduce conflict between existing user groups. 

34 Proposed cycle and 
touring rail trails 

Development of these types of trails is respectful of Noongar 
cultural heritage by keeping people off the mounts. 

39 Paddling Trails Rivers and waterways are culturally very significant for Noongar 
people and therefore it is very important to consult with the 
Noongar community in developing these paddling trails. The 
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location for entry and exit points have the potential to disturb the 
banks and will need consultation with Noongar Elders. Paddling 
trails also provide a good opportunity for sharing cultural heritage 
information through interpretive signs.  

55 4.4 Support a Noongar dual naming strategy and interpretation plan 
for all trails including local trails.  

76 Appendix 5 At no stage in the Strategy or in the refenced WA Trail 
Development Series does it include an investigation on the 
estimated level use of and suitability of the proposed trail to meet 
existing and proposed user group needs. This is a crucial first step 
in determining the return on investment of any trail development.  

 
 
South Coast NRM is an incorporated, community focussed organisation formed in 1994. It is the peak 
natural resource management group in the South Coast NRM region, working with the community 
between Walpole and Esperance and inland to Tambellup, Ravensthorpe and Salmon Gums. Funding 
is acquired for activities to improve the environment by preserving and protecting unique plants and 
animals, managing agricultural land and waterways sustainably and economically, and sharing 
knowledge and skills in natural resource management. 
 
South Coast NRM is managed by a skills-based Board of Management. The Board is subsequently 
supported by committees and reference groups, which enables a more inclusive approach to 
community engagement, technical and skilled input and the efficient use of time and input. 
 
Thank you for your consideration of our comments and we look forward to the finalisation and 
launch of the Great Southern RTMP that has the support of the regional community.  
 
 
Yours Faithfully 

 
 
 
Joanne Headlam  
Acting Chief Executive Officer 
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by the community in different capacities by numerous organisation and they just 
need the ability to obtain funding to enhance them to be more sustainable. The 
suggested governance framework also limits the community to plan and maintain 
trail through their current organisation. These trails are more likely to have are 
greater volunteer involvement and longevity if local community groups had sense of 
ownership instead of being told what to do by a separate body i.e. GSCORE.   Rewrite 
pages 6,7 and appendix 5 and keep the document as impartial as possible i.e limit 
mentioning GSCORE apart from the disclaimer and author acknowledgement.  

� Strategy E2: Encourage environmental stewardship through trail-related 
participation and programs. There is no mention of leave to no trace etc in this plan. 
“Leave no trace” or similar program need to be mentioned, encouraged and 
reference in the plan  

� Strategy E1: Encourage community stewardship for trails by supporting and 
facilitating improvements in volunteer trail development, maintenance and 
management. Again this is compromised in page 56, 57 and appendix 5 Rewrite 
pages 6,7 and appendix 5 and keep the document as impartial as possible i.e limit 
mentioning GSCORE apart from the disclaimer and author acknowledgement.  

� Strategy C1: Ensure that information and training on best practice sustainable trail 
design, construction and maintenance is available to current and potential trail 
developers, managers and organisations. These resources are not in the appendix or 
reference in the document. Add and reference these documents 

 

Specific changes by section:  

Suggestions  Need to change  

Section 1: Intro and background 

Define the plans locations boundaries of the Great Southern region, including a list of the 
key partners  

Where is the background/ history of trails. Why not talk about the history of trial including 
indigenous and European settler at the start of this section. You say you recognize and value 
the heritage, culture and spiritual connection of Noongar people with land and water but its 
not demonstrated in the document. Which family groups live in the great southern how are 
they all being represented individually in the trails and the process?  

What are trail experiences?  

Why is the master plan needed? 

Referenced wrong the blueprint isn’t just page 18. Also I think the page your referring to is 
44 

“Western Australian Strategic Trails Blueprint 2017–2021 (the Blueprint) is an overarching 
guide for consistent and coordinated planning, development and management of quality 

CONTINUEDJAN
1 9
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trails and trail experiences across Western Australia. It provides a vision, guiding principles, 
strategic directions and actions for consideration across the State by government, trail 
managers and landholders, trail support groups and the community.” (pg12) Inserting the 
actual quote more accurately represents the documents aim than your interpretation.   

Paragraph 2 is inaccurate and contradicted in the next paragraph. Needs rewording 

How the master plan was developed?  

Shouldn’t this section focus more on the methodology of the actual plan creation: who, 
many were consulted, where etc. 

I believe this section could be more precise ie. first paragraph can be replaced with “This 
plan was developed with local stakeholders following the trail development process (TDP) 
created by the Department of Biodiversity, Conservation and Attractions in partnership with 
key stakeholder.” Though I believe the majority of this section is irrelevant as the RMTP only 
covers stage one of the TDP process and that document is already referenced. Instead this 
section should just be paragraph 2. 

Should have a separate sub title saying “What guidelines and resources should be used for 
sustainable trail development?” Then discuss the TDP and other important resources. 

Section 2: Situation analysis 

Need a section describing what our tourism is currently based of and what our unique 
offerings are before comparing to others. 

Maybe a table would be more effective i.e. 

Location type   name  famous for necessary factors  success 

By only further describing mountain trial only document show a bias towards Mountain 
biking 

Current trail offering 

A map would illustrate this  

The whole section has lot of vague term such as many and most this section is about data/ 
location analysis so this should be illustrated via numbers and graphs. Prove these 
generalizations with more data than the little table. 

Need subsection for informal trails: where are they, are they sustainable, what should be 
done about them? If you introduce the topic you have to explain it. 

Current gaps identified should be its own section – This would  include the last four 
paragraphs on pg 13 

Reference is irrelevant would be better in the intro 

What needed to address these gaps? 
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The order the approach are listed should be reversed with the priority on making the 
current trails sustainable first before adding any more. 

The enhancing approach need to include realigning trails to be more sustainable e.g. make 
sure all unsanctioned bike trails that are being kept/sanctioned are built to the current WA 
trail guidelines. There should also be another approach or increase in enhance criteria, to 
assess unsanctioned trails to either close and restore or enhance and sanction 

Section 3: Identifying regional opportunities  

How were the priority trails projects identified? 

Need a 5th category/criteria for decided priority projects: Deliverability constraints 

If project site has any combination of; disease risk area, reservoir protection zones, public 
drinking water source area, high conservation value, endemic populations, high indigenous 
significance etc.. that could limit project efficiency, risk public backlash, reduce project 
sustainability then they should be removed from the further assessment/ development. This 
does not need a site visit to determine as should already be mapped or known by 
landholder. 

A map here illustrating the areas where these criteria can be met including private land i.e. 
general topographic map with colour coding to demonstrate the extent of suitable areas for 
increase trail development types. 

There should be a subsection promoting private ownership enterprises and providing 
support via resources and stating that they are also eligible for funding. 

Section 4: Trail Development Proposals 

With the inclusion of category 5 when deciding priority trails this means the exclusion of 
National Park locations such as Porongurup Range and Mt Hallowell. These are NOT 
appropriate trail locations.  

Section should include current unsanctioned and provide a plan to deal with them. 

Mountain Bike trail 

This section has been developed more and written differently from the other sections and 
shows bias. Need editing so each section is written/ covers the same topics as the other 
trails again shows bias. 

Case studies are irrelevant: not comparably due to significant differences in offerings, 
environment, risks, culture values and public approach (such as leave no trace program).  

As the Porongurup range should be discounted due to category 5 being implemented when 
identifying projects this paragraph referencing the park shouldn’t be here either.   

Extract Porongurup and Mt Hallowell from this table instead prioritize Poikeclerup  and 
create it and Pwakkenbak to be regionally significant trail hubs. Move Albany mounts to 
assess, close and/or enhance: upgrading the unsanctioned trail that are able to become 
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sustainable, closing trails with issues and designing it to be more coherent. With 3 regionally 
significant trail hubs this will succeed the current demand for the next 10yrs with the ability 
to add more through private development.  

Pg 36 different types of trails are explained in the appendix feels like a repeat 

The Great Southern Treasures Recreation Circuit 

All but Pingrup grain silo walk and Bremer river paddle are approach should be classified as 
enhancing please move accordingly.  

Trail bike and equestrian feasibility studies 

Why haven’t the feasibility studies been attached? one/ half a page isn’t enough to be called 
a study. Is this a recommendation to do these studies separate from this document? These 
two pages need clarifying. What are the private owners opportunities? Where are the 
reference maps and resources?  

I recommend removing these 2 types of trails from the document and stating in the 
disclaimer that this plan is for non-motorised and animal-based trail types. This makes the 
document more concise. 

Section 5: Implementation  

This section should be called recommendations as it isn’t a fully developed strategy or 
process just specific actions that are endorsed as part of the plan.  

Appendix 5 section 1.3 developing trails. Why is GSCORE the led the organisation that gets 
the funding for the trail development should be the lead. Lead should be TBA depending on 
who secures the funding. No2.1 Organisation that secured the funding should be 
responsible for developing the concept plans, and business cases for the funded project/s. 
Funding opportunity should be accessible to all community groups/members interested in 
leading a trail project and anyone/group leading the project should be preparing and 
implementing trail head and wayfinder strategy. Therefore the lead should be TBA with 
GSCORE and land managers etc in support. No3.1 initiative 1: branding should be led be the 
regional DOM with GSCORE in support initiative 2: should be more than dual naming and 
include interpretive trails. This should be led by a member of the locations corresponding 
family group or a designated representative of their choosing. Initiative 3 and 4:  lead should 
be the organisation that secured the trail development funding with support from DOM so it 
fits in with the regional promotion they are leading. Initiative 5: digital asset production 
should already be included in initiative 3. 4.4 initiative 2 should be the responsibility of the 
lead body necessary that secured the development funding. 

Pages 56 and 57 read as if straight from GSCOREs business plan and are inappropriate to put 
into a document that’s aim is to be used as a planning tool for everyone in the region, 
makes it seem as the documents been made to secure funding for GSCORE and not the 
region. I suggest re-writing to be more impartial and allow for more flexibility.  

I.e.  










































































































































